TOPICS

English:
Stage 7 Reader 1: Red Planet

Recap of:
- Nouns
- Verbs
- Singular Plural
- Opposites
- Sentence Construction
- Introduction of Compound Words

Mathematics

- Place Value
- Skip Counting in 2's
- 2 Times tables

Recap of:
- Addition
- Subtraction
- Shapes and Patterns

Science
Unit 2: Growing Plants

Social Studies
Unit 9: Jobs

Islamiat

- Pillars of Islam
- Introduction of Names of Allah


ACTIVITIES & EVENTS

Describing an Apple
(Describing Words)
Compound Words pairing the words with flash cards
Tens and Ones: Use of Tens and Ones box
Skip counting with beads
Growing Seeds (germination)
Investigating parts of a plant
Observation of different kinds of leaves
Riddles on Jobs

Happy Birthday

- Abdul Ahad
- Abdullah Khalid
- Zoha Naqvi
- M Hamza Khan

ABC's Of Student Success

is for BEDTIME: On average children need 8 to 10 hours of sleep each night. Sleep is important for many reasons. Lack of sleep can cause kids to be hypersensitive, impatient or cranky. It is more difficult for children to concentrate and learn when they are tired. Some doctors even believe that during sleep the brain “files away” what is learned during the day. Encouraging quite activities such as reading just prior to bedtime offers a transition that helps children relax. Sweet Dreams!